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Global perspective



The power of the image





Warm Up!





What do you know about it? 







What do you know about it? 







What do you know about it? 





Now Read



The beautiful Hubbard Glacier has been flowing slowly 

towards the ocean for centuries, carving rocks along the way. 

It is formed from drops of water that froze billions of years 

ago. Around 70 percent of fresh water on the planet’s surface 

is frozen.  

Do you like to soak your feet in the ocean? The salt water in 

the Dead Sea is good for your body. This sea is about eight 

times saltier than an ocean. You can float on it. It is about 400 

meters (1,312 feet) below sea level and is the world’s deepest 

saltwater lake. 

The Asmat Swamp is home to amazing animals like crocodiles, 

sea snakes, and Komodo Dragons. These wetlands are 

important because they provide a home to many creatures 

and they control floods. Also, the plants filter dirty water and 

make it clean.  



Memory test #1:
What can you remember about these?

Orange Fish Seahorse The male bee hummingbird

Eyelash mites



The Asmat Swamp The Dead Sea

Hubbard Glacier

Memory test #2:
What can you remember about these?



The Asmat Swamp The Dead Sea

Hubbard Glacier

Memory test #1:
What can you remember about these?

Credit: Peter Menzel Credit: deadsea.com

Credit: alaska.org



“In our mind, our life is a trail of 

images, one leading to another to 

another. Our brain senses the world, 

but our mind comprehends it, and 

the vehicle that carries us along this 

journey is the image.”  

Professor James E. Zull



“Yes, I see ....”



'What is the use of a book', 

thought Alice, 'without pictures 

or conversations?'







Using Visuals



Where we live







Fast Food









The image is powerful –

but what can we actually do with it?












